COMPANION BUNNIES
There is a Bun for every Bun
Most bunnies, like humans, need a companion. However, like humans, bunnies like to choose their own
companion as not all bunnies like each other. Rabbit Run-Away conducts bunny dates through its Rabbit
Run-devous Bunny Dating Service, to ensure that your bunny finds Mr or Mrs Right Bunny. Bunny dating has
nothing to do with breeding in-fact all bunnies must be desexed and their hormones settled before trying to
date them.

What You Should Know








Your bunny will be a lot happier, content and less stressed
with another bunny that they are bonded with to share
their time with.
Having a second bunny is no more work that a single
bunny, in fact a single bunny is a lot more dependent on
humans for companionship and entertainment that if they
have a friend.
Depending on the size of the bunnies and your current
housing, you do not need to increase your hutch
size(unless it is the wire cage types) as two bunnies can share the same housing, food bowls, litter trays
and pet carriers, as long as they have exercise areas and room to move around.
There is Mr or Mrs Right bun for every bun.
Bunnies must be desexed before trying to bond your bunny with another bunny.

Rabbit Run-devous
Rabbit Run-devous is our free bunny dating service, where you can bring your bunny for a bunny date.





You can choose the bunny that you would prefer to bond with your bunny, but your bunny will make the
ultimate decision if they agree with your choice.
A boy and girl make the most permanent bonds, as they accept who will be the boss and this is usually
established for life.
The size and breed of the bunny does not matter when it comes to matters of the heart.
Both bunnies must be desexed.

All the bunnies have been taking lessons in using their litter trays
and in good manners and grooming and we have many handsome
and eligible bachelor boys and pretty girls just waiting for their Mr
or Mrs Right and their caring humans to welcome them into their
new home.
Some of our successful couples include our own Mali and Tai where
it was love at first sight for these two who just adore each other.
Tai would much rather groom Mali than his toy Ducky that he had
before he met Mali. For new bunny owners we can also bond a couple of our bunnies to be rehomed
together.
Call Judi or Bryce on 9751 1229 for advice or information or to book a bunny date. Our orphan bunnies
are listed on www.rabbitrunaway.org.au.
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